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Can classical General Relativity be used to predict all the phenomena in

the universe, in particular gravitational collapse and the physics of the early

universe? The singularity theorems by Penrose and Hawking suggest that

the answer is no. I will discuss the implications of these theorems in what

follows. An advantage of them is that they do not assume a high degree of

symmetry, e.g. spherical symmetry in gravitational collapse. On the other

hand, they do not point towards speci�c diverging observables (like curvature

or pressure or density) as in the symmetric examples. I will try to explain in

what sense it follows from these theorems that the spacetime is �singular.�

The talk is going to be only about a theorem by Penrose which has to do

with gravitational collapse. Hawking proved another similar theorem related

to cosmology.

My phrasing to Penrose's theorem: The following assumptions cannot all

hold true together:

(a) The Universe is described by classical General Relativity with a stress

tensor and a metric that obey the Einstein's equations.

(b) The matter source satis�es the null energy condition along each null

direction: Tuu ≥ 0.
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(c) The Universe has a compact trapped hypersurface C.

(d) The Universe has a non-compact Cauchy hypersurface S.

I will de�ne below terminologies that appear in this theorem. Assumption

(d) means that initial conditions can be set on a particular surface at a

particular time and the Einstein's equations predict observables for all times.

It gives a notion of �predictability.� The statement in (c) roughly refers to a

black hole, in which �gravity traps matter inside.�

All of the assumptions seem plausible as I will explain. Moreover, there

are generalizations of this theorem that do not require (d).

1 De�nitions

I consider the metric to be written in signature (-,+,+,...,+).

Hypersurface - (D-1)-dimensional surface in a D-dimensional theory. Ex-

ample: in 4D, x21+x
2
2+x

2
3+x

2
4 = 1 de�nes a 3D hypersurface that is the sphere.

Spacelike hypersurface - a hypersurface with spacelike v2 > 0 tangent vec-

tors v at each point on the hypersurface. An example: S ≡ {t = 0,−∞ <

x <∞,−∞ < y <∞,−∞ < z <∞}.

Compact hypersurface - a bounded and closed hypersurface. Exam-

ples: 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 is a compact line (hypersurface in 2D), {t = 0, 1 ≤

x ≤ 5, 0 ≤ y ≤ 6,−10 ≤ z ≤ 51} is compact hypersurface. In contrast,

S ≡ {t = 0,−∞ < x < ∞,−∞ < y < ∞,−∞ < z < ∞} is non-compact

because it is unbounded.
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Null geodesics - curves Xµ(λ) with null tangent vector at each point, such

that the �a�ne length functional� on them is extremized.

Prompt null geodesic - a null geodesic from point p to a point q such

that there does not exist a null or timelike curve that �arrives at q sooner.�

This is a null analog to a timelike geodesic that maximizes the proper time

functional.

Global hyperbolicity and a Cauchy hypersurface - a spacetime manifold

M is said to be globally hyperbolic if it has a spacelike surface S such that for

every point p in J+(S) (the future of S) and any past-going causal path from

p can be continued until it meets S (if q ∈ J−(S) any future-going causal

path from q can be continued until it meets S). S is called the �Cauchy sur-

face.� Example: a �at spacetime is globally hyperbolic with S de�ned in the

previous examples.

Next, consider a D-dimensional spacetime and null geodesics from some hy-

persurface to a point to its future (as in the �gure above.) The line element

along the geodesics can be written as

ds2 = −dudv + gijdx
idxj , i, j = 1, ..., D − 2. (1)

Expansion - in these coordinates, the �expansion� θ is de�ned to be the

fractional rate of change of the volume of the (D − 1) dimensions as u is

varied:

A ≡ √g, (2)

θ ≡ Ȧ

A
. (3)
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Figure 1: In this �gure, S represents a Cauchy hypersurface of a globally

hyperbolic spacetime. A point p is to the future of S. Also, paths from p to

S are depicted.

Here, dot stands for a derivative with respect to u. There is an analogous

de�nition for expansion with respect to v. This quantity indicates whether

the volume in the (D − 1) dimensions is increased, decreased or stays the

same.

A trapped hypersurface - a hypersurface where at each point, both

θu, θv < 0. (4)

An object with �strong gravity� such as a black hole is expected to have

trapped hypersurfaces.

Focal points (also known as �conjugate point�, �caustic�) - points in M

where A =
√
g = 0. Therefore, the null curves parametrized by u, focus on

these points.
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2 (a), (b), (c)⇒ A Focal Point Exists

Recall three of the assumptions:

(a) The Universe is described by classical General Relativity with a stress

tensor and a metric that obey the Einstein's equations.

(b) The matter source satis�es the null energy condition along each null

direction: Tuu ≥ 0.

(c) The Universe has a compact trapped hypersurface C.

A trapped hypersurface is a hypersurface where at each point, both

θu, θv < 0.

Exercise: In the gauge

ds2 = −dudv + gijdx
idxj , i, j = 1, ..., D − 2 (5)

show that the Einstein's uu-equation is given by

∂uθ +
1

D − 2
θ2 = −8πGNTuu −

1

4
tr(M2), (6)

where M is the trace-free matrix of the matrix g−1ġ. This is also called the

Raychaudhuri's equation.

Assuming (b), it follows that

∂uθ +
1

D − 2
θ2 ≤ 0. (7)

Therefore,

∂u
1

θ
≥ 1

D − 2
. (8)
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Assuming (c), at the trapped surface C we know that there exists λ > 0 such

that

θ(u0, C) = −λ. (9)

Inequality (8) implies:
1

θ
=

1
Ȧ
A

≥ u− u0
D − 2

− 1

λ
. (10)

Therefore, the quantity 1
Ȧ
A

vanishes no later than u1 = u0 +
D−2
λ

at some

u2 ≤ u1. Thus, either Ȧ(u2) = ∞ or A(u2) = 0. In the �rst case the

spacetime is singular because the volume changes its value in�nitely fast.

In the second case A(u2) = 0 there must be a focal point. We proceed by

assuming the existence of this focal point and explain that it leads to a logical

contradiction given assumptions (d).
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3 (a,b,c)⇒ A Focal Point Exists⇒ No Prompt

Null Geodesic Exists

Ellis and Hawking showed explicitly how the second variation of the length

functional with respect to geodesic deviations, must be positive at a null

geodesic with focal points. This is similar to a calculus criterion, namely

that a di�erentiable function f(x) does not have a local maximum at a point

x0 if f ′′(x0) > 0. In our case, it means that there are in�nitesimally close

timelike curves that �arrive sooner� to the destination point. Instead of ex-

plaining the details in the (relatively long) proof of this statement, I will try

to explain it with �gures.

Figure 2: On the leftmost, two timelike geodesics are shown. They are

supposed to be in�nitesimally close and be timelike. The focal points are

denoted by r and r'. On the middle, presented a path from p,q which looks

shorter. We can render it smooth as in the right.
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Figure 3: A null geodesic is shown in black. Another timelike geodesic inter-

sects it. We can choose a path similar to the previous �gure where the path

arrives to the destination �sooner� than the null geodesic.

4 (d) ⇒ Prompt Null Geodesic Exists

(d) The Universe has a non-compact Cauchy hypersurface S.

Global hyperbolicity and a Cauchy hypersurface - a spacetime manifold

M is said to be globally hyperbolic if it has a spacelike surface S such that

for every point p in J+(S) and any past-going causal path from p can be

continued until it meets S (if q ∈ J−(S) any future-going causal path from

q can be continued until it meets S). S is called the �Cauchy surface.�
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Causal diamond between q, p ∈M - the intersection between the past of

p and the future of q.

Figure 4: A causal diamond is depicted in pale blue, it is obtained from the

intersection of the red and the yellow lightcones.

A simple explanation of the proof of the statement in the title is as fol-

lows. Imagine a spacetime covered by small causal diamonds, such that the

geometry in each is approximately �at.
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The lengths/proper time of timelike geodesics between two close points

in each of the patches is bounded. Next, consider any point in the future

of a spacelike hypersurface S, call it q. Then from all the null geodesic be-

tween S and q, there exists one that is prompt because, roughly speaking,

one can choose one of them that arrives �sooner�, One can select from all

possible small patches, the �special patches� that serve this goal. This would

not have been necessarily true if some parts of the spacetime were causally

disconnected.
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5 The Contradiction and Outlook

If a spacetime manifold in classical General Relativity has matter that sat-

is�es the null energy condition and has a trapped surface, we saw that it

has a focal point associated with the null geodesics from the trapped surface

to the future. Here we assume that the spacetime is �large enough� so that

the focal point actually exists within a�ne time D−2
λ

< SPACE SIZE. Thus,

no prompt null geodesic from the trapped surface to a point further away

from the focal point, exists. However, global hyperbolcity ensures that such

a prompt null geodesic does exist. We are led to a contradiction. Below, I

discuss why the assumptions we made are plausible.

Without assumption (d) on global hyperbolicity, the universe needs to

have regions that are causally disconected from us, in which we cannot pre-

dict observables. It can be replaced by assuming that �no closed timelike

curves exist� as Penrose wrote. This is very plausible from the point of view

of causality, we do not want that matter would be able to go back in time and

then to the present. Assumption (c) that trapped surfaces exist is expected

behind black hole horizons, a simple example is the Kruskal extension in

which the expansion behind the horizon is negative. The non-negative stress

energy tensor in the null direction is satis�ed by the observed non-relativistic

matter, radiation and the cosmological constant (treated as a matter source.)

A violation of this can lead to an unstable ground state, annihilation of mat-

ter of positive energy with this negative energy matter to nothing and other

�unwanted� consequences. Then what is to be done?

A way to proceed forward is to accept singularities: the Universe is de-

scirbed by classical General Relativty which lacks predictive power for certain
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phenomena. This is unsatisfactory because we would like to assume that a

better theory would have more predictive power, as history showed.

Another way is to circumvent the Einstein's equation by assuming that

they are modi�ed so as not to create focal points. For instance, the authors

of �Defocusing of Null Rays in In�nite Derivative Gravity� [6] argued that

non-singular manifold is obtained. The null energy condition is respected

according to them. The problem with in some of these theories is that, the

equations that replace the Einstein's equation cannot predict the values of

observables from given initial data.

A third way is to give up the notion of classical geometry behind the

horizon (and in the early universe.) One should take into account the quan-

tum �uctuations. An objection people have to this way is that �we do not

understand quantum gravity.� But perhaps string theory can predict the

phehnomena that classical General Relativty cannot.

In any event, I will quote below the words of the quantum gravity re-

searcher Juan Maldacena [7]: �There are still many unanswered questions

regarding quantum black holes that hopefully will also be answered soon.

Perhaps the most important question is the proper interpretation or resolu-

tion of the black hole singularity. What can we say about the observer that

falls into the singularity? How do we describe physics in that region? These

questions are important because the black hole singularity is somewhat simi-

lar to the singularity at the beginning of the Universe, just its time reversed,

a big crunch rather than a big bang.�
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